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It's your heart. 
It should be 
personal. 
And that's how I treat it. 

When you come to see me ... that's exactly who you will see. 
I will take your health personally. That is why I am the only 
doctor you will see when you come to my office. 
I will take time with you and get to know you personally. 
No patient of mine will ever have to see an associate 
or undergo needless testing. I will know which tests 
are needed and which aren't. 
I will watch over you and treat you as I want to be treated 
when, one day, I am the patient and not the doctor. 
And that is my promise to you. 

T.E. VALLABHAN, MD, FACC 
BOARD CERTIFIED CARDIOLOGIST 
SPECIALIST IN DISEASES 0FTHE HEART, ARTERIES AND VEINS 

• lnterventlonal Cardiology-Sten

• Pacemakers and Defibrillators

• Vascular Medicine

• Clinical Cardiology

• Echocanllography

Call Office for Consultation 

352. 750.2040

www.drvcardio.com 
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AT THE ONSET OF A STROKE: 
Prompt Treatment Can Save Lives and Lessen Long-Term Side Effects 

T.E. Vallabhan, MD, FACC

W 
hen oxygen and blood can't reach the 

brain, the brain cells begin to die very 

rapidly. When you are experiencing 
symptoms of stroke, minutes matter! There is a 

medication called tissue plasminogen activator 

(tPA) that can break through a blood clot, but not 

everyone with stroke can receive the clot-busting 

drug tPA. If the medical team deems it fit for you, 

the medication must be given within 3 to 4 ½ hours 

of the onset of symptoms. 

Every year in the United States nearly 800,000 

people will suffer from a stroke. If it's not caught 

early enough, it can lead to death, paralysis, cogni

tive impairment, aphasia and many more compli

cations. 

Hemorrhagic strokes are when a damaged blood 

vessel begins to bleed then ruptures. lschemic 

strokes are formed by blood clots that obstruct a 

blood vessel that supplies blood to the brain. TIA 

(Transient lschemic Attack), also known as a 

mini-stroke, is caused by a temporary clot that 

blocks blood flow 

Signs and Symptoms 

Adding to the original FAST acronym, BE FAST adds 

two additional stroke symptoms, which help indi

viduals recognize and prevent 95 percent of acute 

strokes. 

B
Balanct: Docs the person have e 
sudden IOss of balance 0t eootd.nallon? 

E
Eyes: Is your loved one eq,eriencing 
double \Jislon °' a,e 1hey unable 10
see out ol one eye? 

F
Face: is one side ot 1M t.aec

drooping? Ask the pctSOO 10 Stl"lif,e,

A
Arms: Does one a,m drift downward? 
Have the person raise both arms 
in the air. 

s 
Speech: Is he 0t she skxring theif 
speech Of having difflCllly getlilg lhe 
WOl'ds out right? Kave lhe person 
repeat a si'Tlple plvase. 

T 
Tlme: Time 10 acl! Can 9-1·1 and 
get the person 10 a certified stroke 
centef immechatety, sucll as 
Advent.st Medical Cen:er.
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STROKE? 
DON'T WAIT! 
B. E. F.A.S.T. 

l 

What You Can Do 

• Keep weight down

• Workout (30 minutes of cardiovascular exercise

daily)

• Eating a Healthy diet of vegetables, fruit and lean

protein

• Maintain normal blood pressure

• Regulate Lipid levels and any cholesterol issues

• Manage stress

• Get regular physicals and check-ups

• Know the Signs of stroke

• Don't delay, if you or someone you know has

stroke symptoms

Getting regular check-ups and screenings are 

critical to staying on top of your vascular health. If 

you think you or someone you know is having a 

stroke or cardiac infarction, do NOT hesitate! Call 

911 immediately. 
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Dr. Vallabhan 
Call Office for Consultation 

352. 750.2040

Rolling Oaks Professional Park 

929 N US HWY 441, Suite 201 

Lady Lake, FL 32159 
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Treating Sinusitis Naturally and Effectively 
Master Herbalist Steve Frank 

f you suffer from chronic sinusitis and have been 
through multiple courses of antibiotics then you 
know the ills of the antibiotic approach. The 

antibiotics leave you with intestinal problems and 
often yeast infections while they only get rid of the 
sinus infection for 6 months or so. The next time it 
comes back, you have to try a different antibiotic 
and this one will cost more and make you feel 
worse. So why is this cycle escalating? Why aren't 
you winning the war when you frequently win the 
battles? Because the antibiotic solution does more 
harm than good. It shifts the fauna and flora of 
bacteria in your sinuses to the ones that are not so 
easily killed by the antibiotics and leaves you with a 
more formidable foe after each round. Addition
ally, the antibiotics are taken systemically, which 
means that they are coursing through your entire 
body when you only need them in your sinuses. 
This distorts all of the fauna in your body and can 
lead to a yeast infection. What's a sinus sufferer to 
do? 

Glad you asked. The problem is two fold. First, you 
are fighting what is a symbiotic relationship of 
fungus and bacteria with an active agent that kills 
only the bacteria. Second, the active agent that you 
are using to kill the bacteria kills only some of the 
bacteria. The types that are not susceptible to your 
chosen antibiotic will take-over the feeding 
grounds of the ones that you have killed, leaving 
you with a fauna of germs that you cannot kill. This 
is really a recipe for how to take a bad neighbor• 
hood and make it worse by killing off only the 
weakest of criminals. 

Let's explore the first point. Your sinuses are host 
to many fungi. They thrive on the muco-polysac• 
charides (mucus) that line your sinus passage and 
produce exotoxins that irritate the sinus mem
branes. Your immune system does its best to kill 
these invaders but this is a constant battle, for 
every breath that you take will contain bacteria and 
molds. What makes this problem worse is the fact 
that the fungus acts as a platform of insulation on 
which the bacteria can live and thrive. The bacteria 
can digest the conversion of the muco-polysaccha
rides by the fungus and live on top of them. In this 
manner, they are insolated from your immune 
system and from the drugs that you would take to 
reach them by distribution through your micro-cap
illary bed. 

And so you see, approaching the problem of sinusitis 

with merely an antibiotic to kill the bacteria would 

be only half the solution. You need an anti-fungal as 

well to attenuate the population of molds (fungi) 

that inhabit your sinuses. For it is these molds that 

insulate the bacteria, keeping them out of reach of 

your immune system. 

And now for the second part. It is very important to 

choose an anti-microbial that will kill ALL the 

bacteria. Antibiotics work in three discrete manners 

and can kill three different groups of bacteria. Each 

type of antibiotic will kill only a portion of the fauna 

leaving the survivors to take-over the sinus tissue 

that was abandoned by the bacteria which you 

killed. What you want is a broad-spectrum antimi

crobial that kills all types of bacteria as evenly as 

possible so that you don't just kill the easy ones. 

And, an antimicrobial that will kill the fungus. 

Ah, so you ask, "where can I find such an active 

agent that kills fungus and all types of bacteria?" 

Glad you asked. Clinical studies have shown that an 

enhanced aqueous colloid of silver {EACS) of 35 

parts per million or more, is able to terminate sinus 

infections in a week or less and this is far better than 

sinus surgery or antibiotics. What's more, it can be 

sprayed directly into the sinuses and so it doesn't 

have to be taken systemically. You apply it only 

where the infection is occurring; In your sinuses. 
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To reach the deeper sinuses, it is best to use a Neti 

Pot. You can fill your sinuses with the solution and 

then close off your nose with your fingers. Sitting 

this way for 10 or more minutes will kill more 

bacteria and fungus than a week of antibiotics. 

Of course, since you have a sinus infection, the 

mucosal flow is pretty large. This will flush the anti

microbial from the area in less than 10 minutes. If 

it's not there, it's not working. It is absolutely para• 

mount to the success of this therapy that you spray 

every 20 to 30 minutes. Using the Neti Pot in the 

morning and evening for 10 minutes is also 

advised. Bacteria and fungus can double in 

number every 20 minutes. 

So you see, the balanced holistic approach to sinus

itis rests with using the right active agent, in the 

right concentration, in the right place and with the 

right protocol. If this is done, you will attenuate 

the fungus and the bacteria while not shifting the 

fauna and flora. You will re-establish the balance of 

power in your sinuses. I suggest that you look for 

an enhanced aqueous silver colloid product that 

offers Sinus Relief or some Super Neti-Juice for 

your neti pot. Colloids that espouse concentra

tions of 250ppm and S00ppm are compounded 

(this ruins them) and in my testing have performed 

horribly. Look for 35ppm to S0ppm pure colloids. 

Over the past 20 years, Mr. Frank has directed and 

participated in more than a dozen clinical studies, 

written numerous papers, articles and books 

relating to natural solutions for health. His many 

hours in the clinics and labs have generated 

patents on respiratory antisepsis and enhance

ment of colloids. 

.{EJ"'NATURE'S RITE 

www.mynaturesrite.com 

(888) 465-4404
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Varicose Veins Are Not Just A Cosmetic Problem: 

What You Should Know 
By Bryan Carter, MPA-C, Phlebo/ogy-Surgery 

S
pider veins are tiny blood vessels that are 
showing through the skin, while varicose 
veins are more prominent and sometimes 

take on a ropey, bulging look. Both spider veins 
and varicose veins are a warning indicator that the 
circulation is disrupted. However, varicose veins 
can also be a sign of a more serious condition, and 
that's why it's imperative that you see a vein spe
cialist. If your legs hurt, or if you have swelling, 
numbness, or tingling in your legs or feet, you 
should never ignore these symptoms. Various 
health conditions can cause tingling sensations in 
the feet and legs, such as diabetes or MS, but often 
it is associated with varicose veins. One out of two 
people over the age of 50 have varicose veins, but 
that's not to say that younger people can't also 
develop them. 

Varicose & Spider Vein Symptoms 
Along with tingling, the symptoms may include 
throbbing, weakness, a sensation of heaviness in 
the legs, restlessness, and dark blue or purple 
bulging veins in the legs, calves, or behind the 
knee. Varicose veins can cause pooling of the 
blood and blood clots, but not all varicose veins 
are initially dangerous or systemically damaging. 

What Causes Varicose & Spider Veins? 
Some of the risk factors include a family history of 
varicose veins, poor circulation, being overweight, 
hormonal imbalance and fluctuations, birth 
control medications, standing or sitting for long 
periods of time, blood clots, abdominal pressure, 
or frequent crossing of the legs. 

Spider Veins Treatment 
Because spider veins are tiny blood vessels that 
typically are just starting to become discolored 
and more noticeable as we age, Village Heart and 
Vein Center offers an in-office procedure that's 
efficient and quick. It's called sclerotherapy. 
Sclerotherapy involves the controlled destruction 
of enlarged veins by injecting a solution directly 
into the blood vessel. The vein shrinks and ulti
mately collapses, allowing the blood to reroute 
through other, more healthy veins. Sclerotherapy 
is a conventional treatment for spider veins in the 
legs and feet. 

Varicose Vein Treatment Options 
Many individuals find relief from compression 
garments, elevating the legs, cold compresses, 
and rest, but once you have varicose veins, these 
remedies will not "heal" their underlying issue. 

Years ago, the only options for alleviating 
varicose veins was surgery, which includes 
stripping (removes long portions of the vein), or 
ligation, which ties the vein off from the blood 
supply. These treatments are still used in some 
severe cases, but now there are other options 
that are minimally invasive. These advanced 
procedures close a vein and reroute the blood 
flow via several mechanisms and alternatives. 
Village Heart and Vein Center will determine 
which is the optimal choice for your specific 
needs. 

Enhanced Treatment 
• VenaSeal™ Closure System (closes vein

through thermal energy and medical grade
adhesive)

• Endovascular Laser Ablation (collapses the
vein internally)

• Radiofrequency Ablation (Collapses the vein
and shuts the wall through heat)

�!J�rt
Bryan Carter, MPA-C 

8575 NE 138th Lane 

Lady Lake, FL 32159

(352)-6 7 4-2080 

Toll Free: 1-855-432-7848 (Heart 4 U) 
www.villageheartandvein.com 
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Not all varicose veins pose a health threat, but 
because proper blood circulation aids the 
body's flow of nutrients and oxygen to the heart, 
brain and other organs, it's essential to get a 
medical consultation to discuss the severity of 
your venous condition and your treatment 
options. 

Village Heart and Vein Center 
At Village Heart & Vein Center, Bryan Carter spe
cializes in venous issues and leg health, taking 
great pride in getting to know his patients on an 
individual level. He is supported by a full-service 
cardiology practice. Mr. Carter is a previous 
Army combat medic who obtained his Masters 
in Physician Assistant studies with a thesis in 
Venous Disease and Treatment. Mr. Carter has 
been treating vein problems si nee October 
2002 and was one of the first Physician Assis
tants to perform thermal ablation-a treatment 
that soon made traditional vein stripping 
extinct. Bryan has personally trained physicians, 
physician assistants and nurse practitioners 
throughout Florida and Georgia and is an active 
member of the American College of Phlebol
ogy. He is also one of only a few to be inducted 
into the American Venous Forum. 

To find out more, please visit their website at 
villageheartandvein.com, or call their office to 
schedule your appointment at, (352) 674-2080. 
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Hearing Aids Keep You in the Conversation 

M 
aybe you've thought about getting a 
hearing aid, but you aren't sure how ii 
will look or if it will really help you. If 

you have trouble hearing, a hearing aid can signifi
cantly improve your quality of life. II can: 

• Improve communication

• Help you stay more alert

• Reduce background noise

• Help you regain independence

• Help you feel more included

While Medicare Part B covers hearing exams 
required for medical treatment, it does not cover an 
annual routine hearing exam. The good news is 
some Florida Blue Medicare health plans do offer 
this benefit. 

Check your plan's Evidence of Coverage at 
(bttps://www.nationshearing.com/floridabluemedi
care) lo find out. Many Florida Blue Medicare 
health plans cover your annual hearing exam and 
an evaluation and fitting for hearing aids at no cost 
to you. 

010 YOU KNOW 

Untreated hearing loss can 
have serious consequences? 

people over the 
age of 65 have 
some degree of 
hearing loss' 

Hearing aid 
users wait. 
on average, 

Before you shop 

( 
ca 

>)) 

Adulls over the age of 

should get their 
hearing 1es1ed 

every 3 years> 

before 
getting help 
for hearing loss> 

Check with your doctor in order lo better undersland 
your hearing needs. Your hearing loss may simply 

have occurred because of earwax build-up. Or, you 
may have hearing loss that cannot be improved by a 
hearing aid. 

If your doctor says you can benefit from hearing aids, 
here are some things to know about them. 

Most hearing aids work the same way. They usually 
have a digital amplifier that is powered with a special 
battery. They amplify sound through a three-part 
system: 

• The microphone receives sound from around
you and converts it into a digital signal.

• The amplifier increases the strength of the digital
signal based on your bearing loss and needs.

• The speaker delivers the adjusted sotmd to your ear.

Your doctor will refer you to an audiologist who will 
help you choose the best hearing aid for you. While 
at the audiologist make sure lo ask about: 

• Trial periods: You can usually try out a hearing
aid for a limited amount of time. This way you can
look al all your options to make the best decision.
You won't have to commit to a hearing aid you
don't like.

• Future needs: Ask if the hearing aid you chose has
an option to increase power and volume. If your
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hearing gets worse, you won't have lo buy another 
hearing aid. 

• Warranty: Make sure your hearing aid includes a
warranty period. This can include broken parts,
office visits or professional services for a limited
amount of time.

• Expenses: The costs of hearing aids can vary from
$1,000 lo a few thousand dollars, and special
features may cost extra. Talk to your audiologist
about payment plans.

If you have trouble participating in everyday conver
sations, hearing aids could be life-changing. Have 
your hearing tested and find out if hearing aids are 
right for you. 

Sources: 
bt1ps'//www.bcalth.gov.il/EogJishffopics/ScniorHcaltb/HealthPromo/ 
PageSillearing_loss.aspx 

MEDICARE 

Call your local agent today. 

1-352-353-3399
Dell Richards 
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Sumter Senior Living's In-House Provider 
Dr. Martinez, Shares His Insight 

S 
umter Senior Living is a special place for 

seniors to enjoy their lives in every aspect. At 

Sumter Senior Living, our story is yours. We 

grow older and wiser but are sure to never lose the 

spark that started it all. Grace Management contin

ues to evolve, and we're ever more dedicated to nur

turing our company and our team to be healthy 

contributors to communities across the U.S. Deliver

ing exceptional living experiences, we can focus on 

the big issues that concern the daily lives of our resi

dents-from healthcare and finances to overall 

quality of life-while never losing sight of the details 
that matter most-the connections we make along 

the way. 

Or. Axel Martinez 

Our Preferred In-House Provider, 

Dr. Axel E. Martinez works directly 

within our facility to care for the 

needs of our residents. Dr. 

Martinez takes great interest in his 

patients and is a highly-regarded, 

detail-oriented geriatrician, hospice 

and palliative medicine specialist. 

Dr. Martinez is a quadruple Board Certified Physician 

in Geriatrics, Family Medicine, Hospice and Palliative 

Medicine and in Obesity Medicine. He has 16 years of 

experience taking care of the geriatric population 

and enjoys spending time with his patients. Dr. 

Martinez is married to his high school sweetheart 

and loves God with all his heart. Dr. Martinez has 

uncompromised dedication to the well-being of his 

patients. He is committed to giving the best care and 

establishing long-lasting relationships with them. 

We caught up with Dr. Martinez 

to discuss his role in patient 

care and how Sumter Senior 

Living is a unique environment 

where residents thrive. 

Dr. Martinez explained, "My role as the Preferred 

In-House Provider allows me to provide a sense of 

well-being and establish long-term relationships with 

the residents on a personal level to better care for 

their medical concerns or needs. 

"The healthcare services that the administration 

provides revolve around a concierge-like setting. 

Many facilities offer "standard of care" medicine, but 

Sumter Senior Living is personalized medicine with an 

elite advantage for optimal outcomes and 

whole-body, comprehensive care. 

Give us insight into the Independent Living and 

Assisted Living life of residents at Sumter Senior 

living. 

Dr. Martinez continued, "The independent living side 

is a gathering of like-minded individuals in a commu

nity that meets and exceeds their needs. When I first 

witnessed the residents in the dining room, I was sur

prised at how it was as if they were having dinner in a 

5-star restaurant with friends, laughing and enjoying

the evening together. This is a place you want to be

during retirement. It's social, comfortable, and every

thing is taken care of for you. You just unwind and

enjoy life.

"As for those that need extra care, the Assisted living 

community is a place where professionals can take 

care of and help with normal daily living activities, so 

residents can live as independently as possible and 

still enjoy their time socializing and experiencing life. 
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"I enjoy spending time with these amazing resi
dents as my patients and friends. They share their 
memories and life lessons, and I care for their 
medical needs along this journey together." 

See Yourself Here 
Sumter Senior Living provides Independent Living, 

Assisted Living, and Memory Care services and 
amenities catered to the individual. 

Our Independent Living lifestyle provides the 
day-to-day freedom to come and go and the con

venience of any number of activities to choose 
from. It is the perfect fit for an active, healthy life
style where residents enjoy all-inclusive, restau
rant-quality dining and weekly social gatherings. 
Sumter Senior Living is dedicated to empowering 
residents to explore personal interests and 
connect you with the greater community through 

transportation and full access to The Villages• 

amenities. Our Grande Clubhouse includes a full 
bar, heated pool, and fitness center. There is also 

golf cart accessibility with charging stations conve
nience. 

Our Assisted Living lifestyle is truly catered to the 
individual, providing support and care that stands 

out from any other. Enjoy the comforts of home to 
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Chronic Pain ••
Finding Relief with Physical Therapy & Manual Stretching 

W
hen chronic pain affects the neck, 
back, hands, feet or hips, difficulties 
arise when trying to get through 

even the most menial daily tasks. The sur
rounding muscles begin to tighten as they try 
to overcompensate for the pain and protect 
the injured area. These tight muscles can 
create tension headaches, impaired mobility, 
and limitations on range of motion. 

Chronic Pain can lead to depression, addic
tions, anxiety, stress, isolation, and even 
suicide. Finding relief from pain is critical to 
having the quality life you deserve. Avoiding 
surgery and being over medicated should be 
at the forefront of most people's minds when 
dealing with chronic pain. However, many of 
these individuals would do almost anything to 
relieve their agony. 

Over 116 million people suffer from various 
types of chronic pain disorders ranging from 
fibromyalgia, osteoarthritis, neuropathy, back, 
hip and neck pain just to name a few. Whether 
trauma or degenerative diseases have caused 
your pain, the consensus is usually the same; 
people want their pain to go away. 

Physical therapy is the leading way to relieve 
pain and discomfort at its core for many indi
viduals. Therapeutic manual stretching and 
exercising provide real results in controlling 
pain for countless patients. The CDC (Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention) also 
launched new guidelines recently, recom
mending the use of physical therapy for 
chronic pain. 

Arthritis 
Arthritis is an inflammation of the joints. Some 
of the common arthritic symptoms are joint 
pain, stiffness, warmth, immobilization, and loss 
of range of motion, fatigue and inadequate 
blood flow. Two of the main types of arthritis are 
Osteoarthritis (OA) and Rheumatoid Arthritis 
(RA). With Osteoarthritis, wear and tear 
damages the cartilage in the joints and causes 

friction between the bones rubbing together. 
Injury or infection usually causes Rheumatoid 
Arthritis. RA is an autoimmune disease that 
causes the body to attack its own lining of the 
joints and membranes; this results in painful 
swelling and inflammation. Most people may 
find that there is little to no relief with over the 
counter NSAID's like ibuprofen. 

Physical therapy and manual stretching offer 
arthritic joints and sore surrounding tissues 
much needed relief and over time, the individ
ual will see more and more improvement in 
their pain level. 

Back Pain 

Unfortunately, back pain affects up to 80% of 
individuals at some point in their lives. Studies 
show that for those who suffer from back pain, 
the symptoms often come in persistent, contin
uous episodes. This is why being proactive 
about physical therapy treatments and tech
niques can help to alleviate or lessen these 
intervals of pain. 

For patients suffering from back pain, the first 
step to recovery is to receive a proper diagnosis 
so the cause of the symptoms can be deter
mined. Physical therapists are trained to admin
ister flexibility and strengthening tactics along 
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with body mechanics and awareness tech
niques to get your body moving and creating a 
much less painful range-of-motion. With 
ongoing therapy, most people see remarkable 
outcomes and lasting results. 

Examples of Stretching E.xercises to 

Relieve Pain 
Hands: make a fist with the thumb on the 
outside and hold for 30 seconds. Open the 
hand abruptly with the fingers spread wide. 
Repeat six times. 

Back: lying flat on your back, bring one leg in 
towards the chest with the leg bent. Put your 
arms or hands around the back of the bent leg 
and gently pull towards your chest. Switch legs 
and repeat 10 times. 

Patient Education is critical to alleviate further 
injury and to promote the most efficacious 
healing. Coupled with family participation, 
self-help management to promote and 
maintain independent function, mobility and 
communication is critical. 

Physical therapy is used to help with numerous 
indications and conditions like retraining the 
body to improve gait and balance and also 
after hip, knee or shoulder replacement and so 
much more. There is no better way to alleviate 
pain, increase range-of-motion and live a more 
mobile higher quality of life than through 
physical therapy. 

To find out more or to schedule your 
appointment, please contact Innovative 

Therapies Group today. 

4-•/ Aiinnovative 
Therapies Group Inc. 

Innovative Therapies Group, Inc. 
352-433-0091 I innovativetherapiesgroup.com
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Dr. Brent Carter 

Pain in Your Feet and Toes? 
Don't Let the Symptoms Escalate 

W
hether young or old, most people 
lucky enough to live in Florida appreci
ate the great outdoors. The weather 

and sunshine allow Floridians and visitors alike time 

well-spent kayaking, golfing, playing tennis, jogging, 

and participating in competitive sports for the 

majority of the year. 

While exercising outdoors is a healthy luxury, ballis

tic movements through exercise and sports-related 

activities can cause a great deal of wear and tear on 

the feet and ankles. Some of the most common are 

due to repetitive strain. Podiatrists often see issues 

that deal directly with the toes. One of the most 

widespread disorders is a condition known as ham• 

mertoe. 

Hammertoe 

Hammertoe can be genetic and many times occurs 

in people with either a high arch or a flat foot. When 

the muscles in your toes get out of balance, they can 

start contracting abnormally. This causes the toe to 

bend in an upward position in the middle joint of 

the toe. When this happens, it can create severe 

pain. Various forms of arthritis can contribute to 

this issue as well. And unfortunately, ill-fitting 

footwear can also cause hammertoe, due to 

pushing the toes out of their normal position for 

long periods of time. 

Hammertoes can be corrected by minimally invasive 
surgery. A small titanium screw is placed in the toe 
to help straighten it into the correct position. If the 
tendon is only lengthen, the hammertoe will mostly 
come back. 

Whether it's you, or someone you know that 
sustains sprains, tears, or other painful injuries to 
your feet or ankles, it's imperative that you seek out 
the best podiatric care to ensure you heal correctly 
and to eliminate future relapse or recurrence. 
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Schedule an Appointment Today 

Dr. Brent Carter 

Podiatric Physician & Surgeon 

(352) 388-4680

www.americanfootankle.com 

1714 SW 17th St, Ocala, FL 34471 
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Why You Should Get Your Omega-3 Index Measured 
By Anne-Marie Chalmers, MD 

I 
f you're like most Americans of a certain age, you 
regularly visit the doctor to get your cholesterol 
levels checked. 

But what about your omega-3 index? 
Since 2004, the omega-3 index has been proposed as a 
tool for measuring a person's risk of cardiovascular 
disease. Today, some studies indicate the omega-3 
index may be a better predictor of heart health than 
cholesterol levels. 

Let's take a closer look at this important measurement 
and why it matters to our health. 

What Is the Omega-3 Index? 
The omega-3 index measures the amount of EPA and 
DHA omega-3 fatty acids in the red blood cells. 

The higher the number, the better. You want enough 
EPA and DHA, since these two fatty acids are essential 
for regulating the flow of nutrients into the cell and 
reducing inflammation (among other benefits). 

Importantly, having a low omega-3 index is considered 
a risk factor for developing coronary heart disease. 
Your risk depends on where your number falls on the 
scale: 

• Less than 4% is considered high risk ("undesirable")

• 4 - 8% is considered intermediate risk
("intermediate")

• Above 8% is considered low risk ("desirable")

What Determines Your Omega-3 Index? 
Your omega-3 index mostly depends on how much fish 
you consume. That's because EPA and DHA are pre
dominantly found in fatty fish. 

(You can also get EPA and DHA from fish oil supple
ments.) 

Americans don't eat much fish by global standards, so 
it's no surprise that the majority have low omega-3 
index levels as well. Indeed, an estimated 95% of 
Americans have an omega-3 index of 4% or below, 
putting them in the high risk category. 

Why Your Omega-3 Index Matters 
Most of us try to eat a healthy diet. But often, it's hard 
to tell if our efforts are adequate. 

GA 3 INDEX RISK ZO"I 

That's where measuring your omega-3 index can be 
helpful. It tells you how much EPA and DHA actually 
gets integrated into your cells. 

This knowledge matters since a person's omega-3 
intake can be tricky to estimate. Even if you eat two or 
more servings of fish weekly (like the American Heart 
Association recommends), your fish might contain 
more or less omega-3s depending on the species, 
whether it's farm raised or wild caught, and how it's 
cooked. 

Taking fish oil supplements isn't always straightfor
ward either. That's because the amount of EPA and 
DHA you get can be impacted by the quality of the 
supplement - as well as individual factors like 
genetics, age, gender, and lifestyle. 

How to Measure Your Omega-3 Index 
Some doctors regularly measure their patient's 
omega-3 index, Just like they do with cholesterol levels. 

If your doctor does not offer this service, however, 
several companies provide a quick finger prick test 
you can take at home. 

Tips to Improve Your Omega-3 Index 
Since the omega-3 index came on the scene, it's 
proved to be a powerful health indicator. One study 
showed that people with low omega-3 index levels 
were 10 times more likely to die from sudden cardiac 
death compared to people with higher omega-3 
index levels! 

The good news is that even if your omega-3 index is 

law, you can improve it by: 

1. Eating More Fatty Fish
Salmon and small oily fish, like sardines and mackerel,
are great sources of omega-3s.

2. Taking an Effective Fish Oil Dose
Studies show that it typically takes between 1800 -
2000 mg EPA/DHA daily to move a person's omega-3
index by 4-5 percentage points.
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Unfortunately, most regular fish oil supplements 
contain Just 300 mg EPA/DHA per capsule. At that 
dose, you'd need to consume 6 - 7 capsules daily! 

Taking fresh liquid fish oil can be easier for many 
people. At Omega3 Innovations, we typically find that 
when people consume one tablespoon (or a single 
vial) of Omega Cure• Extra Strength daily, their 
omega-3 index measures around 11-15%. That said, 
there can be variations between people. 

3. Waiting At Least 4 Months
Before reassessing your omega-3 index, remember
that it takes time for the omega-3s to be fully
absorbed into the red blood cells.

4. Reducing Your Consumption of Omega-Gs
As you work on increasing your omega-3 levels, it's
smart to simultaneously decrease your intake of pro
cessed omega-Gs. This means eating fewer foods rich
in omega-6-rich vegetable oils (like pizzas, doughnuts
and fries).

This article was abbreviated from o longer version published on 
omego3innovotions.com. For the full text and references, visit: 

https://omego3innovoffons.com/blog/why•everybody•shculd-get
their•omego-3-index-meosured/ 

About Anne-Marie Chalmers, MD 
Born and raised in the United States, Dr. Chalmers 
graduated from Brown University and completed 
her medical training at the University of Oslo in 
Norway. Dr. Chalmers practiced medicine in 
Norway for many years. Today, she serves as presi
dent of Omega3 Innovations. 
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By Daniel Taylor DC 

t's a beautiful Sunday afternoon on the golf 
course; the greens are freshly cut and the sun 
shining. You drive up to the tee box for the first 

shot of the day. You bend over to put the tee in the 
ground and out of nowhere the stabbing, knife-like low 
back pain bits you bard. 

If the above scenario sounds familiar, know that you 

are not alone; studies reported that 50 percent of those 
who golf regularly suffer from chronic low back 
problems. Whether this pain is caused from placing 

the tee into the ground, riding in the golf cart or 
hitting the golf ball, know that there are options to 

eliminate this pain. 

There are three fundamental causes of golf injuries: 
poor posture, lack of flexibility and lack of balanced 
functioning muscles. Golf is a game of repetitive 

motion that places torque on one side of the body. 

This is bard on the body and worse for amateurs 

because of improper swing mechanics that cause a 

greater load of stress on the low back. Imagine 

going to the gym and only working out one side of 

your body for years while neglecting the opposite 

side. Now picture yourself bent over in your golfing 

stance while bitting the ball a hundred times during 

a period of three to four hours. It's easy to see how 

golfers set themselves up for injuries. 

Another aspect of your golf game that chiropractic 

can improve is your swing. Every golfer can agree 

that it is essential that the body is balanced from bead 

to toe in order to have the perfect golf swing. In order 

to perform your best, you need to have unrestricted, 
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fluid motion throughout the spine and pelvis. An 

improper stance will have a profound effect on your 

golf swing. Think of the body as a machine that 

stores and uses energy. Angular momentum only 

exists through fixed axis rotation (your spine). Your 

arms, bands and golf club all rotate around the spine. 

When the spine turns, the body creates a centrifugal 

motion for the club to follow. In order for there to be 

a fluid motion there must be a healthy, freely 

moveable spine and proper balanced muscles. Still 

unsure if chiropractic could help your game? Ask 

one of golf's greatest about chiropractic. "I've been 

going to chiropractors for as long as I can 

remember. It's as important to my training as prac

ticing my swing" 

- Tiger Woods.
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What Telemedicine Means for Florida 

T 
elemedicine (also referred to as telehealth) 

has become the main medium for health• 

care workers that are able to do so. Tele

medicine refers to the practice of caring for 

patients remotely when the provider and patient 

are not physically present with each other. Modern 

technology has let doctors to consult patients by 

using HIPAA compliant video-conferencing tools 

such as Zoom, TheraNest, and VSee. Allowing 

patients to continue on with their scheduled 

appointments remotely has also been a positive 

for those that do not find the experience com

fortable. Telemedicine also allows patients, as 

well as doctors, to save themselves the commute 

to the office. This also allows doctors, specifically 

specialists, to potentially see new patients from 

across the state (or country for other fields) 

where they otherwise would have to travel long 

distances to do so. Patients who are homebound 

also now have many more options to choose from 

as they were previously limited to doctors who do 

home visitations. 

Policies vary widely state by state but Florida has 

been lenient in allowing telemedicine to continue 

on until May 8th. With that in mind, many wonder 

if the state can take advantage of this new medium 

in the medical marijuana world especially given 

the unknown of when we will see normal everyday 

life start to return. Hopefully telemedicine will be 

implemented across the country, even in 

non-medical marijuana fields, as it has its clear 

advantages to both the doctor and patient. 

DOCTORS 

Get Your Florida Medical 
Marijuana Card. 

Call Today! 

Leesburg - 352-306-0133 

Ocala - 352-414-4545 

Deland - 386-232-5599 

Orlando • 407-7 55-0012 

www.cmmdr.com 
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Maintain Balance• Maintain Function 

Call Dr. Frank Today at 352-571-5155 
and learn how you can manage your balance. 

Alexander C. Frank, DC, DACNB 
Board Certified Chiropractic Neurologist 

@ Cline Executive Suites 

4076 East FL-44 #4 
Wildwood, FL. 34785 

@ Health Detective 

1317 SE 25th Loop #102 
Ocala FL 34471 

@ Oakland Park Rehab 
3490 Powerl,ne Rd. #1104 
Pompano Beach, FL. 33309 

352.571.5155 

www.FFNG.org 

Changing lives ... 
One patient at a time! 

352-433-0091
www.innovativetherapiesgroup.com 

Ocala 

2801 SW College Rd 
Ocala, FL 34474 

Summerfield 

14031 Del Webb Blvd 
Summerfield, FL 34491 

Lady Lake 
929 US-27 #301 
Lady Lake, FL 321S9 
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Wildwood 
805 S. Main St 
Wildwood, FL 34785 
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Slowing the Pace of Your Life 
By Pastor Timothy Neptune 

R 
emember the old merry-go-rounds on the playground when you were a kid? You would spin in 

circles until you felt like you were going to fly off. That's how life can feel if you don't make some 
necessary changes. 

You live a much faster lifestyle than your parents did. Your children will live an even faster lifestyle than you 

did. As we enter a new year, perhaps it is a good time to evaluate the pace of your life and make some 

necessary adjustments. The Psalmist tells us: 

2/n vain you rise early and stay up late, toilin1 for food to eat-for he 1rants sleep to those he loves. 

Psalm 127:2 

If you are getting up early and staying up late but still don't feel like you can get everything done ... you are 

probably trying to do too much. 

Living at a hectic pace comes at a price. You end up feeling more stressed because you are trying to cram 

too many things into your day. You end up having no margin in your life. As the margins get tighter the 

stress goes higher. 

You have to take time to recharge your batteries. Here's a lesson I learned years ago: You have just enough 

time to do the will of God. If you can't get everything done on your "to do" list, maybe there are things on 

the list you shouldn't be doing. 

I want to share with you two simple strategies to help you slow down the pace of pace of your life so that 

you can enjoy life. 

The first strategy is to learn to be content. If you're serious about slowing down, you don't start with your 

schedule-you start with your heart. 

The Apostle Paul said this about contentment. "/ am not sayln1 this because I am In need, for I have 

learned to be content whatever the circumstances. "I know what it is to be in need, and I know 

what It Is to have plenty. I have learned the secret of beln1 content In any and every situation, 

whether well fed or hun1ry, whether livinB in plenty or in want. "I can do everythinB throu1h him 

who 1lves me stren,th. 

Philippians 4:11-13 

If you're going to slow down your life, you have to learn contentment. Paul also said this about 

contentment:• But 1odllness with contentment Is 1reat 1aln. 'For we brou1ht nothln1 Into the 

world, and we can take nothinB out of it. 1 Tim. 6:6-7 

What he is saying in these passages is that we need to understand that life isn't about things. 

Contentment means this: I don't need more in order to be happy. 

I'm not waiting for more in order to be happy. I'm happy right now. I have dreams and I have goals but I 

don't need more in order to be happy. That's contentment. 

Contentment will come easier when you realize two things: life is not a competition with other people 

and having more will not make you happier. This is not the message promoted by our culture, but it is true. 
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Jesus said it like this, 15 Then he said to them,
*Watch out/ Be on your 1uard a1ainst all kinds of
1reed; a man's life does not consist In the
abundance of his possessions.* Luke 12:15

If you find yourself making statements like this: 

• My life Is a rat race.

• I don't know how I'm going to get It all done.

• I am just so exhausted.

• I don't know how much more of this I can take.

• I just want to escape.

These phrases are all warning signs that you are on 
the road to burn out. You need to slow down the 
pace. Perhaps as we begin this new year, taking an 
honest evaluation of your life and determine if some 
changes are necessary. Are you content in your life 
right now? 

As the merry-go-round spins faster it is only a matter 
of time before you either get sick, or fall off. Or, better 
yet, just slow down, be content, and enjoy the ride. 






